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CHRISTIAN NATIONALISM VS ISLAMIC NATIONALISM / THE NOISE 
OF NIMROD’S TOWER CRUMBLING 

                   Original Air Date: 05.11.24 

Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA, and your brain 
masseur. Get ready for your brain massage. 
Christian Nationalism — An Examination! Why we must return to 
a truly Christian nationalism, and why it must be America. 
e FALL of NIMROD’S TOWER IS ALWAYS NOISY:  
Biden is pulling a Ukraine against Israel —  
Biden’s CCP buddy is having his own troubles. 
e State-sanctioned VAX Propaganda is crumbling. CDC officials 
already had evidence by early 2021 that the C-19 clot shot was 
killing people. 
TRUMP: In Jack Smith’s farcical classified documents case against 
President Trump, Judge Cannon is set to unseal a “massive trove of 
documents.” What does Jack not want us to know? 
In the made-up charges against Trump by Biden Persecution 
Prosecutor Alvin Bragg, Alvin the rabid chipmunk also has been 
caught complicit in evidence tampering. 
ELECTION FRAUD: Voter GA, an election fraud watchdog, 
reports that 1.7 million 2020 election ballot images were destroyed 
in Georgia.   1

 985.27.3-Voter GA Reports 1.7 Million 2020 Election Ballot Images Were Destroyed in 1

Georgia | The Gateway Pundit | by Guest Contributor https-//
www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/05/voter-ga-reports-1-7-million-2020-election/
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Judicial Watch is suing Nineteen Illinois counties for failing to 
comply with the law requiring removal of registrations of dead 
voters.  2

It’s time for your Brain Massage®: 
[TRUTH] 
Okay, let’s do a touch-and-go on top news to keep you in-the-know: 
e FALL of NIMROD’S TOWER IS ALWAYS NOISY:  
Biden is pulling a Ukraine against Israel. You remember when he 
unlawfully interfered with Ukraine’s government by threatening to 
withhold a billion dollars in AID the Congress had legally ordered 
to be delivered to Ukraine—Biden told the President of Ukraine 
unless they fired the prosecutor who happened at that time to be 
investigating Burisma, where Biden’s son sat on the Board, he 
would not allow them to receive the money.  3

He is doing it again! Congress authorized AID to Israel, but Biden 
is defying Congress by assuming he can use funds approved for 
disbursement by Congress as leverage over Israel to order them not 
to pursue Hamas!  4

Netanyahu said Israel secured its Independence without AID from 
the US or anywhere else, and he said if necessary, Israel would fight 
with their fingernails to defend her right to her homeland. He 
should be impeached for this, and the impeachment should include 
the Burisma scandal to show this is a “pattern” with Biden. 

 985.27.4-(21) Tom Fitton on X/ "Nineteen of Illinois counties failed to report any data 2

regarding voter registrations removed because of the death of the voter. https/t.co/
dXnpqY4XkZ" / X https-//twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1766537605355888979

 985.11.5-Senate Republicans release report on ties between Hunter Biden and 3

Burisma - CBS News https-//www.cbsnews.com/news/hunter-biden-report-burisma-
ukraine-senate-republican-released/

 985.11.2-Articles of impeachment against Biden for halting Israel aid https/t.co/4

9LkiMStRsx" / X https-//twitter.com/Lowcountry1Girl/status/1788982249746047444
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Good news! FL Representative Cory Mills has filed articles of 
impeachment against Biden for usurping the powers of Congress. 
Who knows where Speaker Johnson is hiding out on this issue? 
Meanwhile, Biden’s Chinese Communist Party buddy is having his 
own troubles: division within the ranks of the CCP elites is 
threatening Xi’s power over the Party. A Mao-like purge is coming!   5

One wonders what sort of “purge” Biden has in store for us. Will he 
launch the 87 ousand new IRS agents to target MAGA 
Americans? Remember the 2013 IRS targeting controversy?  6

Hmmm? 2013, you know, during Obama’s scandal-less second 
term. We already know he has drawn a target on the backs of those 
“God and gun-clinger” patriots that Obama despised; the MAGA 
Americans who are puke tired of Biden destroying their livelihoods 
and and the bands and cords of Christian morality that were set in 
place by CHRIST through our Founders.  
I’m doing a series on the Kingdom Parables on Wednesdays — one 
of them speaks to the wicked religious Whore that planted 
paganism in the Lord’s churches bringing corruption into His 
Kingdom.  at leaven has gotten old and rancid, and it must be 7

purged out. America needs the leaven of Communism, Globalism, 
Fascism, all this leaven must be purged out: “Purge out therefore 
the old leaven, that ye may be a new lump.”  8

 985.6.1-CHINA ‘5-Anti Campaign’ Purge Opposition to Xi  https/t.co/4wWBhzRwDl" / 5

X

 985.31.1-IRS Apologizes For Aggressive Scrutiny Of Conservative Groups / NPR 6

https-//www.npr.org/2017/10/27/560308997/irs-apologizes-for-aggressive-scrutiny-of-
conservative-groups

 Matthew 13:33 and Luke 13:21 — Matthew 13:33 Another parable spake he unto 7
them; The kingdom of heaven is like unto leaven, which a woman took, and hid in three 
measures of meal, till the whole was leavened.

Luke 13:21 It is like leaven, which a woman took and hid in three measures of meal, till 
the whole was leavened.

 1Corinthians 5:7 ¶ Purge out therefore the old leaven, that ye may be a new lump, as 8
ye are unleavened. For even Christ our passover is sacrificed for us:
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VAX:  
e State-sanctioned VAX Propaganda is crumbling. 
Birx supports the efficacy of the vaccine but claims it was designed 
for the most vulnerable, the aged, and admits it was distributed 
wrong. She agreed that the CDC and FDA need to come clean on 
reported vax deaths.  ey are trying to save the vax, friend! It’s a 9

first fallback position, so don’t be fooled.  
As early as January 2021, the CDC already had evidence that the 
C-19 clot-shot was killing people: “multiple deaths” were reported 
but hidden from the public by omission and disinformation, using 
propaganda to hide their malfeasance.  10

By the way, did you know, I didn’t, did you know that Obama made 
government-sanctioned propaganda legal in America? 
It was made illegal in 1948 by passage of the Smith-Mundt Act of 
1948, which “banned the use of domestic propaganda.”  Congress 
passed and Obama signed HR 4310,  which effectively repealed 11

the Smith-Mundt Act of 1948.  e Smith-Mundt Act “banned the 12

use of domestic propaganda.”  ese vile people were setting us up 13

for the OBiden regime at least from the beginning of Obama’s 

 985.17.7-Scarf Lady Birx says thousands of American could be vaccine injured \. 9

https/t.co/2m95ycXQ8q" / X https-//twitter.com/charliekirk11/status/
1788610144324157555

 985.17.6-CDC knew by late 2021 evidence C-19 vaccines caused multiple deaths 10

https/t.co/gMUqSLPvqx" / X https-//twitter.com/JanJekielek/status/
1788981549662081344

 985.0.3-Obama's H.R. 4310 congress https-//www.congress.gov/112/plaws/11

publ239/PLAW-112publ239.pdf

 985.0.2-Smith-Mundt Act – USAGM https-//www.usagm.gov/who-we-are/oversight/12

legislation/smith-mundt/

 https://twitter.com/magamomabear/status/1788673214647865664 13
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second term.   ey’ve been using state Propaganda aggressively 14 15

ever since. 
Now, according to the trusted fact-checkers, Obama did not target 
the American people for US government propaganda.    — So 16 17 18

let’s all rest assured that our government does not use propaganda 
on the American people. Right! So, okay! Let’s go with that. NOW 
ROUND UP THESE LIARS AND CHARGE THEM WITH 
VIOLATION OF THE SMITH-MUNDT ACT AND THROW 
THEM IN JAIL. I recommend we replace the present political 
prisoners in violation of 1st, 4th, and 5th, Amendment protections, 
strip them of any political office, ban them from ever holding any 
political office in the US, fine them, I don’t know, how about 450 
million dollars, that sounds like a nice round number, and put 
them in jail, for, well, how about 100 years? ink that will about 
do it? Let them swing on the Haman’s gallows they are building for 
— I was going to say Trump — let me correct that — US! You and 
me! God fearing America as founded loving, Constitution 
defending AMERICANS! Talking about the banished President! 
You know they are preparing Rikers Island in New York to 
incarcerate Trump. Did you notice the giggle from Eric Adam’s 
panel when he got the question whether Riker’s Island was 
prepared to incarcerate Trump.  19

 https://twitter.com/magamomabear/status/1788673214647865664 He signed the Bill 14

in Jan. of 2013.

 https://www.congress.gov/bill/112th-congress/house-bill/5736 15

 https://checkyourfact.com/2020/10/29/fact-check-barack-obama-law-media-16

purposely-lie-american-people/

 https://apnews.com/article/archive-fact-checking-7064410002 17

 https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2019/aug/23/facebook-posts/no-obama-18

didnt-make-it-legal-media-outlets-purpose/ 

 https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/eric-adams-says-rikers-would-be-ready-19

if-trump-is-imprisoned-over-gag-order/ar-BB1m3Uou 
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Maybe we should get our laugh on for when these people end up in 
Rikers — or when Eric is asked whether Rikers can handle all the 
inmates headed his way, like Jack Smith, and Letitia James, and, is 
Hillary still a citizen of New York? Obama, I think he still resides in 
Manhattan, right? Yeah, make some room there for Obama, too.  
TRUMP: Judge Cannon set to unseal a “massive trove of 
documents” that Jack the TRUMP RIPPER does not want open to 
public view in the Mar-a-Lago case because the truth exposes Jack 
Smith to be colluding with the corrupt FBI to frame Trump! — FBI 
corrupted evidence, literally tampering with evidence.  You’ve seen 20

that pic of documents taken from Mar-a-Lago scattered on the 
floor with ominous cover sheets identifying the content as TOP 
SECRET — those cover sheets were placed there by FBI agents — 
yeah, they were not found in the boxes, they were placed there by 
FBI.  21

And Alvin the rabid chipmunk Bragg prosecuting the Daniel’s 
Hush-Money case got caught complicit in deleting call records 
between Michael Cohen and Keith Davidson from evidence that he 
presented to the court without informing the Judge his office had 
“tampered with the evidence” that he submitted to the court.  22

Evidence tampering is a serious offense, and it’s especially egregious 
when an agent of the State tampers with evidence to prop up its 
case against a defendant, and then it’s especially aggravated when 

 985.5.1-NEW/ Judge Cannon To Unseal Massive Trove Of Documents In Mar-A-Lago 20

Case https-//trendingpoliticsnews.com/new-judge-cannon-to-unseal-massive-trove-of-
documents-in-mar-a-lago-case-mstef/

 985.23.2-Prosecutors/ Docs in boxes seized from Mar-a-Lago were inadvertently 21

jumbled - POLITICO https-//www.politico.com/news/2024/05/03/mar-a-lago-trump-
classified-documents-00156124

 985.5.2-(21) Some call records were deleted from files, paralegal confirms https-//22

www.cnn.com/politics/live-news/trump-hush-money-trial-05-10-24/
h_2d81aa0d37827548150bf889f12f7db2
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that evidence is known to have been manipulated and presented in 
court without making this known to the Judge.  23

All of this takes us to our concerns about ELECTION FRAUD. 
We’ve got to get these bums under the wheel of justice; we must 
restore LAW and ORDER in this country. And that starts with 
restoring election integrity. 
Voter GA, an election fraud watchdog, reports that 1.7 million 2020 
election ballot images were destroyed in Georgia.   24

Nineteen Illinois counties fail to comply with removing 
registrations of dead voters.  Judicial Watch taking Illinois election 25

into COURT! 
Okay, let’s see here — yep, that covers it. Let’s take a short break. I’ll 
be right back. 
[13:10] 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 
liberty. 
Christian Nationalism — An Examination! Why we must return to 
a truly Christian nationalism. 
First of all, Christian Nationalism is the natural state of America as 
Founded.  

 https://www.findlaw.com/criminal/criminal-charges/tampering-with-evidence.html 23

 985.27.3-Voter GA Reports 1.7 Million 2020 Election Ballot Images Were Destroyed in 24

Georgia | The Gateway Pundit | by Guest Contributor https-//
www.thegatewaypundit.com/2024/05/voter-ga-reports-1-7-million-2020-election/

 985.27.4-(21) Tom Fitton on X/ "Nineteen of Illinois counties failed to report any data 25

regarding voter registrations removed because of the death of the voter. https/t.co/
dXnpqY4XkZ" / X https-//twitter.com/TomFitton/status/1766537605355888979
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Joseph Story (1779-1845) believed Christianity to be the basis for 
Common Law and considered “Christianity deeply entangled with 
the Constitution.”   26

David Brewer (1844-1931) famous 1892 decision for the court’s 
unanimous ruling in Church of the Holy Trinity vs. U.S., and flatly 
stated: “is is a Christian nation.”  27

Obama is probably rightly called the pivot point in the debate over 
whether America is a Christian or a purely Secular nation. In one 
of his campaign speeches, he declared: “Whatever we once were, 
America is no longer a Christian nation.”  In one speech where he 28

delivered this statement, he paused long and very dramatically and 
then followed up with, “at least not just.” And proceeded to 
absurdly say we are a Jewish nation, a Muslim nation, a Buddhist 
nation, a Hindu nation, and a nation of non-believers. [IBID]  
at statement is ridiculous. First of all, America was not founded 
on Judaism, even though Christianity did indeed come from the 
Jews. It’s arguable America could be called Judaeo-Christian, but 
the Jews, at the time of our founding, until today, reject Jesus as 
Christ, their promised Messiah. 
We are certainly not a Muslim, Buddhist, or Hindu nation. None of 
those religious systems contributed anything to our founding or the 
culture out of which this nation sprung. It was distinctively shaped 
by Christianity. 
Sharia is certainly not the foundation for our laws or customs. 
Although, as I’ll show in a moment, that’s the plan!  

 985.5.3-Joseph Story https-//www.cambridge.org/core/books/abs/great-christian-26

jurists-in-american-history/was-justice-joseph-story-a-christian-constitutionalist/
4E258C7E0617347DD21027038F7AAE90

 https://firstprinciplespress.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/America-is-a-Christian-27

Nation.pdf 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tmC3IevZiik View one of the speeches in which 28

he made this statement. 
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Obama got closer when he said we are a nation of unbelievers—but 
secularism did not begin taking significant hold in this country 
until the repeal of the 13th Amendment in 1933, making the 
distribution and sale of alcohol legal across all state lines. 
(Prohibition was NEVER about outlawing the consumption of 
alcoholic beverages. It was about prohibiting the sale and profiting 
from the sale of alcoholic beverages.) 
Our Founders were not Deists as has been supposed, they were 
Christians who believed GOD created us all equal and endowed 
each person with inalienable rights. ey all signed on to this 
proposition. 
According to Heidi, this is what defines a Christian nationalist, and 
she is in good measure correct. is truth does indeed separate us 
from them. 
You noticed how much difficulty Obama had reciting this portion 
of the Declaration correctly. He consistently le out the word 
“Creator.” Biden also stumbles on it—fumbling around in search of 
the saying ended up chuckling and saying dismissively, “you know, 
the thing.”  
So by the time we came to Obama, virtually all of academia and 
most of Christianity accepted the idea that we were a secular 
nation. is was by design! 
First published in 1864, Benjamin Morris wrote a 1060 page book 
documenting the Christian life and character of the civil 
institutions of the United States.  He shows through documents 29

and statements from our Founders through the 1800s irrefutable 
proof that what Justices Joseph Story and later David Brewer 
declared: America is a Christian nation.  

 I have the American Vision edition published in 2007. Morris, Benjamin, The Christian 29

Life and Character of the Civil Institutions of the United States, 2007, American Vision, 
Powder Springs, GA
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Another very important book documenting the Christian character 
and influence over our laws and customs was compiled by 
Schweikart and Allen in their 932 page tome titled: A Patriot’s 
History of the United States.  Another good resource for 30

documentation of Christian influence in our laws, customs, and 
founding is Dr. Bill Grady’s book, “What Hath God Wrought!”  31

Leaf through my book, God’s War, and consider the plates 
presenting quotations from our Founders as only a sample of the 
thousands of statements that may be gathered testifying to the 
Christian influence that permeated the period leading up to and 
including the founding of America, continuing in force for more 
than 100 years from our Declaration to the beginning of our 
decline during the Modernist debates that came close on the heels 
of the repeal! 
I don’t have time to explain the significance of the repeal and the 
Modernist debates relative to the secularization of America, when 
the spirit of most Americans, including Christians, decided God 
had no place in the culture and politics of our nation. 
Along the way, Americans were conditioned to embrace Obama’s 
statement that we are no longer a Christian nation as if he was 
affirming a secularist vision for America. But did Obama really 
have a secularist vision for America? 
We all know that Obama was a Muslim. He did not lead with that, 
but he never denied it and said and did many things to affirm it. 
His deep bow to the king of Saudi Arabia was telling; his childhood 
indoctrination into Sharia, and his policies regarding the Middle 
East always greatly favored Islam.  

 Schweikart,Larry, and Allen, Michael, A Patriot’s History Of the United States, 2004, 30

Sentinel, the Penguin Group, NY.

 Grady, William, What Hath God Wrought!, 1996, Grady Publications, Schererville, IN. 31

668 pages.
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e rise of ISIS is directly attributable to his policies, both in 
providing billions of American taxpayer dollars to prop up Iran and 
literally provided the war chest they used to advance their anti-
semetic, anti-American agenda. Biden’s late gi of billions in arms 
surrendered to Jihadi terrorists in his alleged bungled retreat from 
Afghanistan was almost certainly directed behind the scenes by 
Obama. e present accommodation of the Palestinian “from the 
river to the sea” agenda is an obvious signal of the OBiden 
penchant for favoring Islam over the US and over Israel — 
including the most recent effort on the part of Biden to shield 
Hamas from Israel’s forces.  
You are concerned about “Christian nationalism”? What about 
Islamic nationalism? You think “Christian nationalism” is a threat 
to our country? Here, listen to this preacher of Islam, identified 
here as a British Islamic scholar,  is considered the face of Muslim 32

extremism in Britain, where he was put in prison for terror 
offenses.  I don’t have the name of the person interviewing this 33

Jihadi, but it was put out by CBN News—that’s the Christian 
Broadcasting Network. You can check them out here.  34

Listen to this beloved teacher of Islam explain the goals and 
mission of Islam. 
[INSERT 131 seconds — Cut to fit!] 
e OBiden administration is protecting, funding, and encouraging 
Islamic nationalism — Obama is arguably the greatest friend, 
protector, and contributor to the cause of Islam in the world today.  

 985.0.7-British Islamic scholar Anjem Chaudary/ “ https/t.co/EUPwqNWQHq" / X 32

https-//twitter.com/KatKanada_TM/status/1787053647811301744

 985.0.5-UK charges Muslim preacher Anjem Choudary with ‘terror’ offences | News | 33

Al Jazeera https-//www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/7/24/uk-charges-muslim-preacher-
anjem-choudary-with-terror-offences

 https://www2.cbn.com/about 34
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And yet, I dare say some of you think Christian nationalism is the 
Christian version of what this man is saying. e fact is, 
Christianity is the only “religion” that framed a system of 
governance that enforces the fundamental tenets of free will, 
acknowledges all men are created in God’s image, and endowed 
with inalienable rights. You won’t get that ANYWHERE ELSE; not 
even in a purely secular, atheistic society. 
Wake up, my friends. 
Come to the Lighthouse! Hear the truth! 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch, and now you let me 
know if you see them.  
Email me by going to our website at branmassage.net. at’s 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 
email. 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 
805.314.2114. 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church.
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